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ALFALFA SEED PRICES:
The black line on this chart shows the
price to the farmer for common alfalfa for
the last 20 years. You can see a bit of
price rebound this year. We are back to
prices from 15 to 20 years ago.
.
This is encouraging, but still below where
we hope to get. Farm management
specialists talk about knowing your cost of
production. What is your cost of
production on common seed?
Does $1.50 / lb turn a profit on your farm?
If history repeats itself, the graph says the
climb back to profitability could still be a
few years away. The big seed crop in
1991 kept prices going down. In 2004,
the alfalfa seed crop was a complete bust.
But prices fell back in 2005 as we still had
too many acres producing too much seed.

If alfalfa seed is good quality and dry, it
will store in bins in our climate for years
with a bit of management. The surplus is
stored by farmers and seed companies.
If seed production drops, prices improve.
The surplus slowly gets sold and it is
eventually planted. Within a few years,
sales catch up to production.
LEAFCUTTER BEE PRICES:
Leafcutter bees are perishable - you can
sell them, fly them, or feed them to the
dog. But YOU CAN’T KEEP THEM.
This means a big crop can’t weigh on the
market for years. The prices have stayed
low because we keep growing more bees
than the market can absorb.
Our guess is that 95% of our bee increase
was given away for $10/gallon. What is
the outlook for the 2020 bee crop?
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LEAFCUTTER BEE PRICES

THE LAST 20 YEARS OF BEE PRICES

LATE SEASON BEE PRICE BREAKOUT!

If you’ve been in the business for a while, you will
have fond memories of amazing bee prices for a ten
year stretch. Not any more!

Strong rumour from numerous sources say that bee
buyers were looking for late purchases of bees from
farmers. It sounds like everyone had given away all
their surplus bees. Apparently offers moved up to
$20, $30, $40, with even higher rumours.

The straight line in the graph is an estimate of the cost
of production for 10,000 leafcutter bees. It assumes
that the cost has increased over the years from $35/
gallon to $55/gallon. Whatever your cost is, we have
sold bees at great profits and lost serious money for
about equal amounts of time.
SPRING 2020 BEE SALES AND PRICES
Everyone expected bee movement would be limited
and prices would be low. We were all happy just to
get rid of our excess bees, at almost any price. Since
bees were free, who lined up to buy them?
• The USA guys dumped their bees, and bought 5
gallons per acre as replacements
• California bought lots, pollinating seed for Mexico
• Some bees got replaced in Canada, because the
grower had “issues” in their bees
• Blueberry guys took 15% - 20% of the crop
• Alberta came in for both alfalfa and seed canola
• Almost everything sold for $10.00 / gallon

WHAT HAPPENED?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We started out with hatching trays right full
That resulted in poorer parasite control, then
Too many female bees fighting for too few holes
Late bee extracting meant uncertain returns
Result was less lbs of bees and poor live count
A much smaller bee crop that sold out early
Some late season buyers had to pay the price

BEE PRICE OUTLOOK FOR THE 2020 CROP
•
•
•
•

The bees are sold down to normal numbers
USA acres look to increase in 2021
We farmers will remember these late bee prices
Average year and bee return means:

BETTER BEE PRICES!
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PARASITES and POCKET GOPHERS
PARASITE CONTROL AND DICHLOROVOS
There are have been numerous articles written on
parasite control. Check www.saspa.com. Key points:
• Tight nesting boxes with tight backs
• Vapona during incubation
• Vapona when nests are brought in
There seems to be less parasite issues in colder
summers, more parasites with a hot summer.
There have been questions raised within our leafcutter
bee community regarding Vapona:
•
•
•
•

Do all strips emit the same amount of vapor?
Are old strips equal to new strips?
What variation of Vapona exists in my incubator?
After I air out my incubator, is it Vapona free?

Last year the Southern Alberta growers purchased a
meter that can measure levels of dichlorvos.
Check out their website at www.alfalfaseedab.com.
Their results were preliminary, not replicated, and
likely not accepted by the scientific community BUT,
they concluded in general:
•
•
•

Different strips emitted varying amounts of vapona
Strip placement can impact vapona levels
Incubator design can impact vapona levels within
that incubator

If this is true, then our own bee operation could benefit
from some vapona testing in our incubators.
We purchased a MiniRae 3000 with Calibration Kit.
Our objective is to answer these same questions.
Hopefully this $6,500 investment will improve our
vapona management to decrease re-parasitism in the
incubator, without increasing bee death from vapona.
Mole Hill Shovels - 29 for sale at $50 each

The MiniRae 3000 Vapona Sniffer
How Can This Cost $6,500?
POCKET GOPHER CONTROL:
This machine has ended all our pocket gopher (mole)
problems. Plus it has filled in a lot of spare time in the
winter manufacturing these machines. So far we
have sold machines into nine different US states from
Washington to Southern California, and from South
Dakota to New Mexico. Eliminating pocket gophers in
irrigated hay fields, turns hay production into a fast,
smooth, clean job, with less repairs and more bales.
Check out:

www.gophergeneral.com
Headed for California
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Alfalfa Seed Outlook

WHAT TO PLANT IN 2020?

COMMON ALFALFA SEED PRICES:
This graph shows the average price paid to the farmer
for average quality common seed. I’ve included a
breakeven price starting at $.95/lb 20 years ago, and
ending at $1.50 per pound for the 2019 crop. You
can draw your own breakeven price line. Like the
bees, we spend as much time losing money as we do
making money. Like many commodities, the trip up
the mountain is slow and painful, and the drop to the
bottom happens quickly.
SEED SALES AND MARKETS:
Off Shore:
The good news is that sales of low priced common
seed have been better than we expected for the last
two years. There were 100 containers of alfalfa seed
shipped to China in 2018, with more in 2019. Europe
has started buying again, and we hope this seed is
getting planted.
The USA:
They have also been a big buyer of this seed at these
prices. The hay market has been reasonable, even
as their milk price has moved lower. Lower corn and
soybean prices have supported the movement into
hay. Some of this alfalfa was seeded on land that
was initially planned for corn, but wet, cold weather
delayed planting until the season was too late for corn.
Alfalfa has been used for both ground cover and a
short term soil builder in these situations.

Contracts: Our contracts settled at $1.45 net to the
grower. Pretty good money compared to the average
of $.80 for common. There aren’t very many new
contracts available, the few we have are at about
$1.35 to $1.45 net to the grower with some upside.
Realistically, there aren’t many contracts available.
Sometimes no contract is better than a poor contract.
VNS (Variety Not Stated) with Traits: This is alfalfa of
a known variety, that has valuable traits to the market
or to the seed grower. It might be a variety which is a
good seed yielder, or perhaps a multi-leaf variety.
Typically the grower is planting Certified or VNS
common seed. This is the choice of most growers.
MARKET OUTLOOK:
•
•
•
•
•

Common alfalfa seed acres are a bit lower
The surplus is slowly getting consumed
Alfalfa seed sales have been brisk in the West and
Mid-west USA, with orders for immediate shipment
Improved grower prices thru 2019 - 2020 season
Higher prices will slow sales into “cheap” markets

Grower Common Price $1.00/lb
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GROWING CLEAN SEED
Growing seed as clean as possible is more
important every year. Even when the seed is
cheap, the customer still wants it clean. Each
customer has their own ideas about what is clean.
Some examples:
Canola has become a very common “other crop”
in many grower’s alfalfa fields. Many customers
will not tolerate much canola in their alfalfa seed.
The farmers don’t like those yellow “mustard”
flowers in the establishment year.
Europe will NOT accept any GMO seeds. This
includes GMO canola seeds in your alfalfa.
Dock is also on their BAD list.
China now requires a “non detect” GMO test on
seed shipped to China. Those canola seeds will
show up here as well.
The USA has different concerns in each state:
Kochia is rapidly adapting to new weed control
chemicals. In response, a number of US states
have included it on their prohibited list.
Dock is common in much of Saskatchewan but is
prohibited in Europe and some states in the USA.
Pigweed: The pigweeds, common here include
red root pigweed, Russian pigweed, and lambsquarters. But a close relative is Palmer Amaranth.
This plant is resistant to darn near everything, and
is sneaking up on Manitoba. The problem is it’s
seed is virtually indistinguishable from red root
pigweed. So many US states have decided if you
have pigweed, it must be Palmer Amaranth. This
means now pigweed is total prohibited in many
states.

Sweet Clover The only real market for sweet
clover in alfalfa seed is cost conscious cowboys in
western Canada. Grade and country tolerances
are low, but customer tolerances are even tighter.
Pardner in July helps, but hand picking is better.
PREMIUM PRICE FOR REAL CLEAN SEED:
So what all this means is Real Clean common
seed is getting a fair premium at the farm gate.
Some real nice, big lots of common have brought
over $1.00 / lb net to the farmer this year. It also
means “dirty” seed brings a lower price and is
harder to sell. Lloyd and James are the guys who
clean, inoculate, package and ship your seed.
These are their comments:
Lloyd: Everyone wants a silk purse, but all I get
to work with is a sow’s ear.
James: You can put lipstick on a pig, but its still a
pig.
WEED CONTROL:
Products to apply on dormant alfalfa include:
•

Velpar—good on some biennials

•

Authority—best on kochia and cleavers

• Valtera— better than Authority on canola
Pardner in July - canola, dock, Canada thistle
This will be a good stand next year.

Palmer Amaranth

STAND ESTABLISHMENT:
•

Alfalfa seedlings are poor competitors

•

Pick a field free of perennial weeds

•

Use clover and GMO alfalfa free seed. Are
you sure it is free of GMO alfalfa?

•

Avoid canola as it will volunteer for years

•

Pests—cutworms, flea beetles, gophers can
turn your stand into patchwork

•

Clean that sprayer tank. Alfalfa seedlings
don’t like residuals from many products.

•

A poor stand at the start allows more weed
invasions, and more problems down the road.
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THE SMELL TEST:
This is the season of earnest young ag grads, equipped with laptops and black Dodge pickups. Anxious
to tell us how to increase yields and improve our farm. One positive of the COVID-19 is this parade has
been temporarily cancelled. The latest buzzwords include sustainable growth, regenerative ag, soil
microbes, precision decision-making, provenance, diverse species, blockchain, big data, biodynamic.
It is hard to sort out all the information we see, read, and hear, into what makes sense for our farm.
People say ”It just doesn’t smell right”. So before you believe it, apply the SMELL test :
S - SOURCE: Who is telling me this? Where does the information come from?
M - MOTIVE: Why are they telling me this? To inform? To encourage me to buy or to sell?
E - EVIDENCE: What evidence supports this information? How do they know that?
L - LOGIC: Does this make sense in light of what I know? Is it too good to be true?
L - LEFT OUT: What was left out? Is this only one side of the story? Is it “left out” on purpose?
What makes sense for this farm is a plan that keeps our financial nose above water, looks forward a few
years, leaves room for the next generation, and includes a bit of work-life balance.
After all it doesn’t help to be soil building, if you go broke along the road.

SPRING HARVEST:
There are still lots of fields to harvest this
spring. The guys in the south west have been
making harvest progress, but there is still snow
in the north east. Spring is late enough,
without having to finish up last year’s harvest.
The problems will be:
•

Flat on the ground. Pickup reels and lifter
guards and hopefully no mole hills.

•

Green Material. You’ve got to get this
done before the alfalfa gets very big.
Green material plugs concaves and make
the shake - blow separation on the sieves
really hard.

•

Humidity. Just adds to the threshing and
separation problems.

We will be buying and taking delivery of alfalfa seed this spring. Give us a call.

Wishing You Safe Farming

Craig Newton

Pask Farms Ltd

Murray Pask

craig@paskfarms.com

Phone 306-745-2571
Box 40, Atwater, SK., S0A 0C0
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